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On the practice field work Practices in PT Transdata Sejahtera, the author does project namely the addition of a Google Map with a marker for the area on the website Transdata. The addition of Google Map intended to website users can find out the areas covered by the Transdata. This report aims to fulfill the obligations of the campus as sakah one condition has followed the practice of field work Practices. In addition, the benefits that the writer got from writing this report IE as materials writers in the preparation of the report of the thesis. Methods of data collection the authors use IE with interviews, literature review, and discussions. The interview was conducted directly with a supervising PKL/KP in Transdata. While the literature review, the author did a search and the study of material from various sources on the internet to solve problems. The discussion method is done with a team of writers to get a solution. Adding a Google Map on the website has not been fullest Transdata done by writers because there is still an error and the folder cannot be displayed properly. After the author browse, the error associated with the billing problems (payment) so that the folder can be used properly. Google Maps can be modified such as adding marker by using MySQL and PHP. Note the error that arises at the moment of adding code to the folder and look for a good solution to finish him.
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